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Ext: Bludhaven
Roof Top
Midnight

As the scene opens up, we see the city in neon lights. There is a title on the bottom left screen that says
“Bludhaven” The camera then starts shooting from left to right and then stops at a figure in the shadows
facing the city lights. The camera starts going slowly, closer to where the figure is standing. As the camera
gets closer, Nightwing starts to narrate.

Nightwing:
(Narrating)
“I have defended this city more then I could imagine…I have poured my sweat, tears, blood…I have
sacrificed my whole entire body for “Bludhaven” Still, I feel as one of these days…I would give in to all this
madness, all the frustration that I have gone through, in the end, will all of it matter? Will it all be worth it?
And those are the questions that I will keep on asking myself. And maybe one day, this will all be over…

Camera stops and cuts to Nightwing’s face:

Nightwing:
(Continues to narrate)
“But until that day comes I must live to fight injustice and make things right…because that was what I was
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brought up to do”
As he finishes, he walks out of frame, leaving the camera shooting the city. The main titles come up on
screen:

Batman vs. Nightwing: A Fallen Hero
Scene Ends
Ext: Gotham City
Roof Top of Police Headquarters
Same Night

The camera opens to find Commissioner Gordon drinking a cup of coffee and awaiting the arrival of the
Batman. The Bat signal is on and he is waiting for him to pop out of nowhere and of course to come out from
the shadows. Gordon thinks to himself that he will never make a main entrance or appearing without scaring
the crap out of him. As he waits, he continues to drink his coffee and paying close attention to his watch as he
has been waiting for about an hour. Suddenly, a creep comes out from behind him and he already knows who
it is, he gets spunk a little but nevertheless loses his confidence.

Commissioner Gordon:
“I thought you weren’t showing up tonight”

Batman:
(In a deep voice)
“I had to take care of some things”

Commissioner Gordon:
(While drinking his coffee)
“Well, I have some news for you; it seems that there has been a person recruiting some of the best people
from the streets. It seems that this person is trying to form an elite team in order to try take over the criminal
underworld of Gotham city and Bludhaven….I have these files and a picture of whom this person is

(Hands Over the files)
Commissioner Gordon:
(Continues)
“His name is “Dudley Soames” He’s a corrupted cop from the BPD in Bludhaven. This guy means business
and I may think that he is working with Blockbuster”
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Batman:
(Looking through the files)
“How come you haven’t taken him down?”

Commissioner Gordon:
“This guy on record is clean, we cannot find any dirty work that he has done, remember Blockbuster
practically owns the whole city, he may have cleared his whole record…We can’t even touch this…Soames
guy…But I know the Batman can…”

Batman:
“I’ll see what I can do”

Commissioner Gordon:
“Also, I don’t know if you would like to break it to your friend Nightwing, since I know that he works that
part of town”

Batman:
He probably knows…but if he doesn’t, I’ll inform him”

Commissioner Gordon:
(Looks At his watch)
“Well, I better…

He feels a brush of wind in his face, he already knows what just happened…he looks up and Batman has
disappeared from the scene.

Commissioner Gordon:
(With a smirk)
“One day, I will nail his feet to the ground”

Scene Ends

Int: Bludhaven
Morning
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Office Room

We see the camera shooting the front door of an office room; the name on the door says
“Detective Soames”
Cut Scene: A Man sitting in the dark with a cigarette.
As Soames awaits the arrival of a person he is supposed to meet, he is looking at some photographs of
Nightwing fighting villains and jumping from roof top to roof tops. He then smirks while he is smoking his
cigarette. He then hears a knocks on his door:
!!Knock, Knock, Knock!!

Dudley Soames:
(With a British accent)
“C’me in”

As we see the door opening, he hides the pictures in his drawer and Officer Dick Grayson comes in. He is in
full uniform and he stands in front of the door.

Dick Grayson:
“You wanted to see me Sir?”
Dudley Soames:
“Have a seat ‘lad”
Grayson sits down.

Dudley Soames:
(Smiling)
“How ya’ doing officer Grayson?”
Dick Grayson:
“I’m good Sir, thank you for asking”

Dudley Soames:
(Starts to Pace around the room)
Wel, the reason that I called you in ta’day is because I have a special proposition for you, See, I’m gathering
a bunch of Officers to start a new generation group, a group of power and force to take down these crime
lords that we have in our city and with your help and others that I have …we could be successful at it and
rule over Gotham city and Bludhaven. And when it is said and done, you will have a position as one of the
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most powerful person in this force and in the streets as wel. Is an opportunity that wil change your life
forever…so, what do you say?”

Dick Grayson:
(Upset)
“I know what you are trying to pull Soames…I don’t like it not one bit of it…I’m not one of those cops, so
you can take that offer for someone else because I’m a loyal Officer to this force”

Grayson stands up from his chair
Dick Grayson:
“May I leave now?”
Dudley Soames:
(Extends his hand to the door)
“Yes you may…But you don’t know what you wil miss Grayson”
Grayson opens the door and leaves.
Soames then sits back on his chair and takes out the pictures of Nightwing.
Dudley Soames:
(With a Grin)
“We’l see bout that Mr. Grayson.
As he continues to smoke his cigarette the camera pulls back.
Scene Ends

Ext: Bludhaven
Outside BPD Station
Afternoon

As we see Officer Grayson walking out of the police station, we see his partner waiting for him on the streets.
He looks about the same age as Grayson but a bit older. He has black hair and brown eyes. Grayson walk
towards him.
Mac Arnot:
(Smiling)
“So, how did it go?”
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Grayson smirks back at him.
Dick Grayson:
“It went alright…he just wanted to see what was I up to”
(Puts his officer hat on)

They soon begin walking and doing their rounds around the streets of Bludhaven.
Mac Arnot:
(Exaggerated)
“Are you ready to fight some crime partner?”
Grayson looks at him for a moment and remembers when he used to say that to Batman…Now as it seems,
they are just two worlds apart from each other, even when they are together.
As they are walking they notice a thief stealing a briefcase from a civilian and start to run away with it.

Mac Arnot:
“Let’s go Dick”

They both start running after the thief and they are making twist and turns. Grayson is catching up to the
thief, they go through an alley way and the thief sees a gate up ahead and he thinks “Good they’ll never catch
me now” Grayson leaves his partner a few yards behind and he already knows what the robber is thinking”
He thinks I can’t catch him now because of the gate and how bad cops are at climbing that” And at that,
Grayson smirks. The thief throws the briefcase over and starts to climb the gate and makes it over by
dropping to the floor on the other side. The robber stands up and starts to make his way to the briefcase.
When Grayson reaches the gate he leaps up towards the right end of the gate and steps on the wall with his
right leg and jumps down landing himself in a crouching position. He sees the thief trying to get away so
Grayson quickly grabs his nightstick and throws it at him in a boomerang motion and hits the robber in the
back of the head knocking him down to the floor. Anderson looks at the scene in disbelief of what his partner
just pulled off.

Mac Arnot:
(Shocked)
“Hey…Grayson…How, hmm, How in the world did you do that?”

Grayson:
(Smiles)
“I used to take gymnasium when I was younger…it just, stuck with me”
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He says that while arresting the robber.

Grayson:
(With the thief in handcuffs)
“I’ll see you around the block”

His partner shakes his head while walking towards the camera.

Scene Ends

Ext: Bludhaven
Rooftop
Night

A shot opens with Nightwing on the rooftop, looking over the city and keeping aware on what is going on in
Bludhaven. At the same time he is speaking with The Oracle on the Com Links.

Nightwing:
(Concerned about himself)
“I don’t know any more Oracle…I feel like I can’t follow this path as I used to. (Looking down) I…really
feel that…they are so many doubts in the direction I’m going…sometimes I believe I need a change.
Cut Scene: The Oracle lair
We see a woman on a wheel chair in front of three monitor screens. She has glasses and red hair and she is in
her late twenties. She is also Grayson/Nightwing personal partner…they have been through a lot together.
They have fought beside each other for years as crime fighters; they have loved each other for years as well.
Oracle:
(Concerned)
“We all have our doubts, Nightwing…the world that we live in is a crucial place and we try to keep
everything organized as much as we can…(Puts her head down) but there is only so much that we can do”
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Nightwing:
“I understand butNightwing sees a couple of thugs trying to harass a woman down the street. The woman starts going through a
dark alleyway in desperation.
Nightwing:
--let me call you back, there is something going on, Nightwing out!”
Cut Scene:
To The Oracle

Oracle:
(Below her breath)
“I hope you make the right choice, Dick”
Cut Scene: The Alleyway
Three thugs are following a woman through a dark alleyway. She looks scared but keeps on walking. The
thugs keep making hisses sounds and mocks. While the woman is picking up her pace, she is looking forward
and back making sure that the delinquents are far behind. As she looks back and then front she bumps to a
person in front of her and falls down. She looks at the person and it is the leader of the thugs that has been
following her. She tries to run away but he grabs her by her neck and arms. As the thugs reaches them both
they are laughing and giggling.
Main thug:
(Evil smile)
“Looky here boys, what we got”
Thug 1:
(Smiling)
“Hey baby, you wanna have a reeaal good time?”
Thug 2:
(Laughing)
“Yea, let’s show her a great time”
They all start laughing and tries to touch her, but wait…a figure is crouched on a fire escape, they don’t
notice him until he speaks.
Nightwing:
“I think she doesn’t agree on that, boys!”
They all hear his voice and start to look around. The main thug is trying to figure where he is, until he sees the
figures shadow. The woman is scared out of her mind and could pass out any moment now.
Main thug:
“Oh, yea…Well, why don’t you come out and say that to my face!”
All the thugs says “Yeah!” the figure then jumps down and starts walking towards them and as he walks they
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start recognizing who this person is and as soon as the light hits his face, they all gasp.

Thug 3:
(Scared)
“Boss…It’s that Nightwing guy”
(Main thug grabs the victim tighter)

Main thug:
“Stay away freak or I’ll break her neck”

Nightwing whips out a batarang and as quick as a speeding bullet, throws it at the main thug’s forehead. He
loses his grip on the woman and she quickly runs away.

Main thug:
(Holding his forehead)
“Get him!”
Nightwing:
(Cocky)
“Do you guys even want to try?”
They all start running towards him and Nightwing quickly jumps over one and kicks him in the back of the
head, the other thugs tries to punch him but Nightwing blocks him and then grabs him arm and twisting it so
hard and fast that the thug flips to the floor. Then, Nightwing runs towards the wall and jumps on the wall
returning back with a foot across the other thug face, sending him down. The other thug comes at him with a
pipe and Nightwing ducks; he swings again Nightwing moves out of the way. The thug swings one more time
and Nightwing moves out of the way again but doing a roundhouse kick to the thug face. Knocking him to the
floor cold. Nightwing then returns his focus on the main thug, but the main thug has a gun and he points it at
him from point blank range of Nightwing’s face.
Main Thug:
(Confident)
“Let’s see you kung fu this out your ass!”
As soon as the thug says that, Nightwing smirks and bends down quickly and turning at the same time the
thug fires but misses, Nightwing takes out another batarang and throws it, piercing the hand where the gun he
was holding. In resulting of him letting go of the gun. Nightwing then punches him out. Nightwing walks over
to him.
Nightwing:
“Now…is that a good time or what?”
Scene ends
Ext: Bludhaven
Back Alleyway
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Night

Nightwing tries to take out his cuffs but somebody screams his name from the shadows. Nightwing tries to
look from where it came from but can’t mark anything out. Then the person steps out of the shadow wit ha
group behind him. Nightwing knows this person…but as Dick Grayson…his name is Dudley Soames.

Dudley Soames:
(Applauding)
“Now boys…See that was an ass kicking o what? (Walks towards Nightwing) See, this guy is one of the best
around, may I say, the BEST!...trained by one of the other best, the Bat-man himself and what a job he has
done”
Dudley Soames reaches to the back of his pocket and Nightwing gets into a fighting stance.
Dudley Soames:
(Puts up his hands)
“Whoa! Wait a minute, here are extra handcuffs for ya’ and I also came here to talk to ya as wel”
Hands him over his handcuffs.
Nightwing:
“I don’t have anything to say to you Soames”
Dudley Soames:
“but you wil…obviously you heard of what I’ve been up to, that is not a surprise at all for ya”
He starts walking around Nightwing.
Dudley Soames:
“But if you haven’t, let me refresh your memory…I’m recruiting the best of the best to form a team that wil
be the most unstoppable force in the Bludhaven and Gotham City underworld, as you know (Camera shoots
the whole team from left to right) the team in front of you are quite remarkable and talented …they could
destroy a person in a heart beat , these magnificent warriors are the best in the business.( Camera shoots back
to Soames and Nightwing) …Which leads me up to you Nightwing, you’re the true talent of this city…lead
with me, become leader of my team, leave this hero world to become a king in these cities”

Nightwing:
(Angrily)
“You must be insane if you think I’ll join your posse, if you do? Well…you have another thing coming”
As he turns his back to walk away…Soames mentions something that takes him by surprise.
Dudley Soames:
“Is that what you really want …Dick?”
Nightwing face gets into total shock, and he just stands there.
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Dudley Soames:
“That right, the famous Dick Grayson…raised by Bruce Wayne when his parents were murdered and grew up
to become a vigilante”

Nightwing turns to face Soames.

Nightwing:
“You must be confused. I’m—

Dudley Soames:
--I know exactly whom you are lad’ you became Nightwing when Batman fired you from being his sidekick
and then you went on by yourself to become your own man”
Nightwing can’t believe that this guy knows so much about him. He stays shocked and listens to what
Soames has to say about him.
Dudley Soames:
“You see, you were always tire of being in the bats shadow, bloody hell, you still do, but you try to manage to
keep out of his way and stil, he tries to keep you as his errand boy, or should I say…boy wonder”
Soames walks over to him and looks him straight in the eyes.

Dudley Soames:
“Don’t you see Dick, you will always be in his shadow, you wil always be his path and he wil always take you
for granted, you need to be with us Dick, this is your time and you have make yourself wel. And what has this
city offered you? Huh? Nothing at t’all, so many fights, so many battles, and stil, no one appreciates what you
have done for this city not even the all legendary Batman…this is about you, and the new life you must
take…become a legend yourself”

Soames steps back.
“T’ake it under consideration, you know where to find me and when you are ready, get back to me”
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Soames then walks towards the group and they all walk out…the camera shoots back at Nightwing from far
and he just stands there while the camera pulls back and fade out.

Scene Ends

Int: Gotham City
Oracle’s Lair
Afternoon

The Oracle is eating some food in the kitchen when she hears a knock on her door.
!!Ring!!
The Oracle quickly sees her security camera and sees that it is Dick Grayson. She opens the door.
Oracle:
(Smiles)
“Hey, lover boy”
Dick rushes in.
Dick Grayson:
(Confused)
“I need your help Barb”
Barbara turns around in her wheel chair to face Dick.
Oracle:
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“What’s wrong honey?”
Dick Grayson:
“I seriously don’t know what to do anymore… (shakes his head) this life that I’m living is not for me
anymore, I need to make a change”
Oracle:
(Frustrated)
“A change from what Dick?”
Dick Grayson:
“To a new life, a change from all this…someone make me an offer that has stuck by me…it is a bad choice, I
know it is, but I’m getting lost…and you out of all people should know what I’m going through”

Oracle:
(Gets angry)
“And what’s that supposed to mean?”

Dick Grayson:
(Shakes his head)
Ah, forget it, I know you would not understand, nobody does…especially him!”

Oracle:
Of course I understand Dick, We all get lost and confused…but also making a bad decision is not going to
help you either”

Dick Grayson:
“Then help me, I don’t know what I’m doing anymore”

Oracle:
“There is so much that I can do Dick, Most of it, it’s going to be up to you but I will help you, but making
choices are up to you and you alone”

Dick Grayson:
(Gets angrier)
“Forget it! I should have not come here at all!”

He storms out of the apartment and slams the door.

Oracle:
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(Screams)
“RICHARD!”

The camera is shooting the back of the Oracle and it fades down.

Scene Ends

Int: Bludhaven
Conference Room
Night

As we see Dudley Soames talking to his team, a security Officer walks into the room.
Security:
“Mr. Soames, there is a fellow gentleman that would like to see you”
Dudley Soames:
“Sure thing, lad, let him in”
As the security officer opens up the door wider Dick Grayson walks in.
Dudley Soames:
(Smiles)
“So, I see that you have made your decision ‘lad?”
Grayson looks around and then decides to walk up to Soames.
“Dick Grayson:
(Serious)
“I’ll become the leader that you wanted me to be”
Dudley Soames (Hugs Grayson)
“Great! Welcome to the family”
Soames then introduces his fellow team mates.

Dudley Soames:
Mr. Grayson, let me introduce you the team that you will command. The one that you see with the mask and
suit on, his name is “Voltage” he can send a 10,000 bolt of electricity out from his hands and also provides
himself with info red eyes.
Camera shoots Voltage eyes and nods his head.
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Dudley Soames:
“Second, this is “Destroyer” the man can break anything that he wants…even possibly blue boy himself”
Camera shoots Destroyer face and he nods.

Dudley Soames:
“Last but not least is “X” He can use any sorts of weaponry to kill a man….and of course he prefers the
katana sword as his favorite.
X has an interesting make up on his face and has long hair as well. He also nods his head.

Dudley Soames:
(Turns to Grayson)
“These will be your men’s in command…I would like you to lead them Grayson, they will obey you, and they
will follow your orders”
Dick Grayson:
(Shakes His Hand)
“Thank you Soames. This will be our mission”

Scene Ends
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Ext: Bludhaven
Roof Top
Midnight

The scene opens with Nightwing looking over the city, looking towards the city that he has just betrayed. But
I guess is good in the long run. Nightwing thinks of what a carrier move change he has done. Or even the
possibility of how his mentor will react to the decision that he has made. Sure, he already knows by now.
That is why Nightwing knows he is going to get a visit from him, a visit more closer then he thinks.
As the camera shoots Nightwing face a shadow appears in the back of him.

Nightwing:
(Smirk)
“You were always good of sneaking up on people”
The camera then shoots the side of Nightwing and we realize that it is Batman. Batman starts to walk slowly
towards Nightwing and stops at a distance.
Batman:
“Why did you join Soames Nightwing? What purpose does he serve you?”
Nightwing:
(Shakes his head)
“You could never learn to stay out of people’s business…even in mines… even in my night life as a crime
fighter.”
Batman:
“That is untrue Nightwing”
Nightwing turns around to face him and confront him, but if so, Nightwing is ready for anything even for war.
Nightwing:
(Serious)
“This is, a new path for me…this is what I want (Points his dumb at himself) you think it has been easy being
behind your shadow? I have tried to get away from you, I wanted to become my own man, to be a legend in
this city…but you never trusted me, you could not let me be the man that I wanted to become—

Batman:
(Extends his hand)
“I have let you make your own decisions and walk your own path Nightwing”
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Nightwing:
(Shakes his head)
“How Bruce!? How have you ever let me? You were always on my back about everything, even so with
things that I have done in my life…or how about when I needed you the most Bruce? Huh! When I was lost
at a point in my life…when I decided that didn’t want to be Nightwing anymore, where were you? I was lost
Bruce…I did not know what to do anymore, where were you? Mean while I was always there for you…when
you needed me to go to Blackout and take back the prison, when there was mayhem in Gotham, I was
there…but where were you Bruce…when I needed you…nowhere…that’s why I made my decision, this is
where I become better then you”

Nightwing tries to walk pass him but Batman grabs his arm.

Batman:
“Wait!”
Nightwing looks at his arm and then looks at him.

Nightwing:
“Let go of me” (He pulls his arm out from his grip)

Batman:
“You are not going anywhere until we discuss this Nightwing…even if I have to try to stop you…I will”

Nightwing:
“Well, let me see you try”

Batman’s eyes widen and get shocked…but he tries to grab Nightwing again but Nightwing does a capoeira
kick that almost knock Batman off his feet. As soon as Batman tries to regain his balance back, Nightwing
rushes at him and jumps in the air, turns around with a roundhouse kick, kicking Batman in the face again.
Batman stumbles and falls to one knee, as soon he does Nightwing comes again, rushing at him and jumps in
the air again coming down with his fist but Batman grabs his arm and flips him to the floor. When Nightwing
lands flat on the floor, he grips Batman’s wrist and pulls himself back making his feet wrap around Batman
head and flipping him to the floor. Nightwing then rolls himself back pushing his arms to the floor and
standing up while Batman quickly kips up, making Batman be in front of the camera. As soon as he turns
around Nightwing runs at him and tries to kick him in the mid section but Batman grabs his leg Nightwing
then flips backwards kicking Batman in the chin with his feet. Throwing off Batman balance once again,
Nightwing then jumps over him with one hand and turns at the same time to grapple Batman head with both
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hands from behind and pulling him landing his back to Nightwing’s both knees.

Batman is now unable to move of the impact and pain, while Nightwing get up.

Nightwing:
(Cleaning his hands)
“You should retire…you are getting too old, old man”

Batman is moaning in pain and holding his back while Nightwing walks off and disappears.

Scene Ends

Ext: Bludhaven
Police Car
Noon

The camera opens with Dick Grayson and his partner Mac Arnot. Arnot is eating a cheeseburger.
Mac Arnot:
(Eating the cheeseburger)
“Man…this cheeseburger…is good, I love the place where they make it, is one of the tops around is called
“Tony’s burger association…well…I really don’t know what it is associated with”
Dick Grayson is not paying attention; he is just looking outside his window. His mind is somewhere else as
they say. After what happened last night…anything could go down but he knows it’s for the better.
Mac Arnot:
“Hey man, are you alright?”
Dick Grayson:
(Turns his head)
“Never better”
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Mac Arnot:
(Not believing him)
“Are you sure? It seems like you’re somewhere else today…what’s wrong man?”
Dick Grayson:
“Just eat your cheeseburger”
Mac Arnot:
(Smiles)
“You dam right I’m (Takes another bite)
Dick Grayson’s cell rings and he takes out and seeing on the screen that it is Dudley Soames” calling.
Dick Grayson:
(Getting out the car)
“Let me take this, I’ll be back”

He gets out from the car and picks up.
Dick Grayson:
“Yeah”
Dudley Soames:
We have a meeting t’night, meet us at the place around midnight…we have some business to discuss about
what wil be our next step, I think you wil enjoy what I have in stored for ya…got it?”
Dick Grayson:
“Yeah, alright”

Dudley Soames:
“Wel, then, cheerio”
They both hang up and Dick looks at his cell phone and ponders for a moment and then walks over to the car.
Scene Ends.
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Ext: Bludhaven
Parking Lot
Night

Dudley Soames is walking towards his car and has a brief case with him. He walks and hears his own
footsteps, as he gets to the car and tries to take out his keys; he tries to put it in the keyhole of the door but
the keys slips from his hand and falls to the floor. When he bends down to get them, two boots appear out of
nowhere in front of him. He looks up and sees that it is Batman. Batman picks him up by his clothes and
throws him towards the car. Batman then picks him up again and holds him in the air, leaving his feet
daggling.
Batman:
(Holding Soames in the air)
“Scum’s like you should rot in jail”

Dudley Soames:
(Not Scared)
“C’man ‘lad, let me down?”

Soames slowly takes out a tayzer and zaps Batman in the rib cage, Batman lets go of Soames. Soames zaps
Batman again.

Dudley Soames:
“Ya, know, you creeping up on people is not very nice, is it? We’re going to have to teach you some manners
aren’t we?”
Soames zaps Batman repeatedly and kicks him at the same time until Batman passes out.

Dudley Soames:
“Let’s take a ride shall we?”
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Scene Ends

Int: Bludhaven
Boiler Room
Night

As the camera opens up out of focus, and then straightens out, we see from a far distance Batman tied up
hanging from his hands in chains. Drops of water keeps dripping on his head. A light is dimmed on his cowl
from above him. Also his most aced is missing, His utility belt.
Batman starts to regain consciousness.

Dudley Soames:
(Walking slowly up to Batman)
“Ah, rise and shine bats…welcome to the end of your carrier…see, with you out of the way there is nothing
stopping us, we will conquer all the cities and you won’t be there to stop us”
Batman looks at his utility belt that is on Soames shoulder.
Dudley Soames
(Looks at the utility belt)
“Don’t worry bout your gadgets, they wil be safe with me”
The elite team is behind Soames but it seems that Nightwing is not present.

Dudley Soames:
(Cocky)
“It’s too bad your dear friend Nightwing won’t be around to enjoy this…”
As he starts to walk away he stops in front of the team.
Dudley Soames:
(Fierce)
“Bring me his mask when you are done with him”
X:
“No problem”
Soames walks out.

X:
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(Crackling his knuckles)
“Now…let the fun begin”
Little do they know that as soon as Batman got conscious he started picking the locks from the chains. The
camera shoots at the lock and it opens up.
Cut Scene: To the team
The chain then releases his hold and Batman lands on one knee making the camera shoot his boots and him
taking out two batarangs. Batman quickly throws one at the main fuse and all the lights turns off.
Cut Scene: Voltage Eyes
Voltage eyes goes into infa red, making his eyes turn all red for him to see in the dark and mark out where his
opponent is. As soon as he sees Batman, Voltage then starts to charge up and begins throwing electric volts at
Batman. Batman moves from left to right trying to dodge each one, he then finally throws his last batarang at
Voltage eyes, making Voltage stop and holds his eyes in pain.
X then runs up to Batman trying to kick him down but Batman dodges it. They start to fight hand to hand
battle until X gets frustrated and takes out his sword. He swings left and right and Batman knowing that his
gauntlets are metallic blocks each shot. Batman then does a maneuver that makes X loose his grip on the
sword and falls to the ground. Batman then knock out X unconscious.
Destroyer tries to grab Batman and he successfully does. Picking him up and throwing him against the wall.
He then picks him up by the cape and throws him again. Batman tries to land hits with his feet and punches
but Destroyer is unaffected by it. He then realizes that there is a reason why he never takes off his helmet; he
realizes, that is his weak spot. He then grabs a pipe and starts swing away at his helmet until it cracks open
and falls to the floor. Batman then starts punching away at his head making Destroyer weak and unstable. He
then swings the pipe at his head totally knocking out Destroyer to the floor.
Voltage then begins to regain vision and marks out Batman again. Batman notices it instantly and he starts to
move away as Voltage throws constantly electricity at him. Batman then sees a hoes and rolls over and picks
it up. Voltage tries to charge up again but too late to stop. Batman sprays Voltage with water making Voltage
seizure up and smoke starts coming out of him.
Then the camera shoots Batman standing with the mayhem all around him.
Scene Ends
Ext: Bludhaven
Conference Room
Night

Dudley Soames has his feet up on the desk and smoking a cigar. When all of a sudden the lights turn off.
Dudley Soames:
“What in the bloody hell?”
He then takes out his gun from his gun strap and begins to get paranoid.
Dudley Soames:
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“Who is there?”
The camera then shoots the utility belt that is on the table and we see a hand creep up and pick it up.
As Soames begins to walk backwards toward his window, where the moon is shining through and the city
lights as well, he is nervous as a cat. He keeps on walking backwards and then bumps into something, he turns
around and it is Batman. He tries to shoot him but Batman quickly breaks his hand, letting go of the gun.
Dudley Soames:
(Holding his hand)
“Ahh, you bastard”
Batman then punches him in the face, then grabs him and throws him across the room.
Dudley Soames:
(Angry)
“You don’t have nothing on me, you bloody bat!”
Batman:
“Let’s see about that, I just gave Gotham city police the address to this place.
Dudley soames:
(Laughing)
“You think that matters…Blockbuster will get me out…there is nothing you could do about it”
Batman:
“I will take down Blockbuster one day but until then you will sit in prison for a long time”

Batman then hears Nightwing voice from a far.
Nightwing:
(Screaming)
“You are going down Batman…face me…face me you coward!”
Batman sees him and goes to the window.
Batman:
(Looks at Soames)
“I’ll be back for you”
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He then takes out his Bat grapple and shoots it to the other building where Nightwing is, he then flies away
towards the roof top.
Scene End.

Ext: Bludhaven
Roof top
Night

Nightwing is waiting for Batman to finish flying up to the roof. Batman stands yards away from Nightwing.
Nightwing:
(Arms crossed)
“As I said before, never could keep your nose where it doesn’t belong…”
Batman:
It disappoints me of the decision you have made Nightwing…I have taught you better then this, but now you
opposed me, so is my job to take you down”

Nightwing:
(Laughs)
“Hahahaha, you think that from the last time we met, you’ll learn not to fight me…but if that’s what you
want….that’s what you’ll get, I promise you, you won’t be coming down here for weeks.
Batman:
“Well, let me see you enforce it”
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Nightwing gets into a battle position, the camera then shows Batman, Batman then starts running towards
Nightwing, then the camera shoots Nightwing and Nightwing starts running towards Batman. The camera goes
back and forth with each other until they meet at the middle in a wide shot and clash with one another.
Nightwing tries to punch Batman in the jaw but Batman ducks coming up with an uppercut but Nightwing
moves out of the way and elbows Batman on the back of his head. Batman stumbles forward but turns around
quickly.

Nightwing smirks at him.

Nightwing then jumps into the air and tries to hit Batman in his chest with his knee but Batman hits him in the
chest with a palm punch, that send Nightwing dead to the ground, but he then quickly gets up but still holding
his chest. The impact was so tough he feels that his chest is about to burst. Nightwing then comes in and tries
to roundhouse kick Batman but Batman ducks and repeatedly punches him in the midsection and uppercuts
him in the jaw. Nightwing stumbles holding his jaw.
Batman:
(Smirks)
“What’s wrong Nightwing? I thought you could take me down…come on Nightwing, take your old man
down”
Nightwing then grabs his Baton slowly from his back.
Nightwing:
“Count on it”
The camera shows a shot of Batman with his arms out in a blocking position showing the camera his
gauntlets.

Nightwing rushes at him with a right swing but Batman blocks it with his gauntlets, Nightwing quickly swings
with his left arm across his face but Batman ducks. Nightwing quickly turns and comes in trying to hit him
with both batons towards the midsection but Batman blocks it with both gauntlets. Batman shoves him off.
Batman then tries to punch Nightwing in the face but Nightwing quickly turns and swings his batons at him
but Batman catches it, holding Nightwing’s arm and head butts him in the face, while still grabbing his arms.
He puts enough strength for Nightwing to let go of the batons. He then lets him go, Nightwing stumbles
holding his arms.
Batman:
(Serious)
That’s enough Nightwing, We’re finished”
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Nightwing:
(Breathing heavy)
“No! We’re not!”

Nightwing then does a double kick forward but Batman turns aside, placing his hand on Nightwing’s chest
and slamming hard against the floor. Batman takes him cape and flings it forward and walks off frame,
showing Nightwing in Pain. The camera shows Batman face and Nightwing in the background trying to get
up.

Batman:
“Stay down Nightwing…this fight is finish, weather you want to or not”
Nightwing comes running towards him but Batman quickly does a roundhouse kick, leaving Nightwing
stumbling…Batman then picks him off the ground holding him in the air through his tights.
Batman:
“Give it up Dick…I don’t want to hurt you more then I have”
Nightwing breaks up the hold with his hands and lands on his feet and elbows him in the jaw but Batman
bares the pain and quickly does martial arts punches that leave Nightwing breathless. Batman then grabs his
right arm leaving his body open; Batman repeatedly knees him and punches him. He lets go of him. Nightwing
then stands there groggy while Batman comes in with a sidekick so powerful that send Nightwing to the
ground without no movement at all.

Nightwing spits out blood from his mouth. Batman then walks to him.

Batman:
(Pauses)
“I’m sorry…I’m sorry that I wasn’t there for you Richard…but for what is worth…I have always loved you,
as a son, and as, a partner…always know that”

Batman then takes out his Bat grapple and flies away.

Scene Ends
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Ext: Bludhaven
Roof Top
Night

Nightwing is still on the ground and is trying very hard to get up but instead sits on his knees... He then starts
to sob and then begins to cry. He places his hands in his face and then lets out a scream that the whole city
might hear. The camera shoots on top of him.
Nightwing:
(Crying)
“Ahhhhhhh”
Cut Scene: The Oracle sitting in front of her monitors.
The room is dark and only the lights from the monitors are glowing on her face, when she hears her door ring.
Through the monitor she sees Nightwing trying to hold himself up.
Oracle:
(Gasp)
“Nightwing”
She quickly unlocks her door and opens it.
Oracle:
(Worried)
Richard”

Nightwing just looks at her with a sad face and starts to cry, he then gets on his knees and lays his head on her
lap and just…cries. Not crying because he failed in Bruce’s eyes but because he failed in his.

Scene ends.

Ext: Bludhaven
Roof top
Night
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The camera opens with Dick Grayson wearing his normal clothes and a leather jacket. He is looking towards
the city and thinking of what to so next in his life, he knows the mistake that he has done but what to do next.
The camera shows the wind blowing through his hair and we start to hear him narrate.

Dick Grayson
(Narrating)
“The choices that we sometimes make are never that easy…but I have made a choice that took my dignity
away, not as a person…but as a hero…
(Pauses)
The camera shows Grayson’s pocket jacket, he starts to search for something…he then takes out his
Nightwing Mask…he then looks at it for what seems an eternity.
Dick Grayson:
(Narrating)
“I have made a choice…a choice that is going to reflect me for the rest of my life…

He then throws the mask over the building and we see the mask falling in slow motion.
Dick Grayson:
(Narrating)
“…that I will be Nightwing, no more”

The camera then continues to shoot the mask falling. After the mask goes out of frame we go back to where
Dick Grayson was, Dick Grayson has disappeared from where he was.

Scene ends

End Credits

After the Credits

Int: Bludhaven
Street corner
Night

The camera opens with an African-American standing in the cold, waiting for something…it looks like he has
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been waiting there for a while…he tries to keep warming his hands and trying to stay warm.
He then hears a rattle coming from an alleyway. He tries to see where it came from but can’t make it out. He
thinks it’s his imagination, but he hears it again, he tries to look but doesn’t see anything.
Man:
(Trying to look)
“Who’s…who’s there!?”
Then he hears a voice
Mysterious Person:
“I will take you down, you evil dower!”
The man starts to worry and says to himself “What?”
Then the mysterious person walks out from the shadow and is wearing a similar mask to Robin, with a
white-black and red jacket, camouflage pants, combat boots and a metal baton. The jacket has a name on it
but is broken up into two syllables.

“Nite-Wing”

The mysterious man looks about in his mid twenty’s and is in great shape and has blonde hair and Caucasian.
Man:
“Who…the hell are you?”

Mysterious Man:
(Evil Grin)
“You can call me….Nite-wing! And I will take you down drug dealer”
The man starts to panic.
Man:
(Scared)
“I’m…I’m just…waiting for my brother to pick me up, I’m not drug dealer man”

Nite-Wing:
(Walking towards him)
“Sure you are”
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Man:
“Scared)
I really I’m..he..he supposed to pick me up here, after work…serious man…SERIOUS!”

Nite-Wing then starts pummeling away at him, just strike after strike after strike.

After he has finish, the camera shows the dead man with blood all over him. The camera shoots at
Nite-Wing’s boots; the camera makes its way from bottom to top slowly until it reaches Nite-Wing face. He is
breathing heavily. The camera shuts down.

Scene Ends
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